
Pro Power 20K™

Professional Electric File

The Pro Power 20K™ was designed in the U.S.A. It is a very 
safe instrument when used properly. Please familiarize yourself 
with the operational procedures to ensure optimum results.
 The Pro Power 20K, when used with the correct bits, is ideal 
for manicures and pedicures.
 The Pro Power 20K utilizes a powerful, variable speed motor 
driven by a rechargeable power station producing speeds up to 
20,000 revolutions per minute.
 Filing attachment Bits are available through your local dealer 
or contact Medicool, Inc., at the address below. Proper hygiene 
practices recommend that the bits be sanitized in Medicool’s Bit 
Sanitizer after use on each client. The Bit Sanitizer is distributed 
by Medicool and comes complete with a liquid disinfectant.

ONE YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
The following warranty policy applies to the original purchaser 
of this product. Please complete the enclosed Warranty 
Registration Card and mail it to MEDICOOL within seven days 
of purchase.
Your Pro Power 20K has a one year warranty from date of 
purchase. If at any time during the warranty period your Pro 
Power 20K fails to function properly (except for obvious abuse), 
Medicool, at its option, will replace it with a repaired, new or 
rebuilt Pro Power 20K.
Proof of purchase is required for all warranty repair.
Before returning your Pro Power 20K for repair, contact 
Medicool Customer Service at 800-433-2469. Include $10 for 
shipping and handling along with your proof of purchase. This 
warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may also have 
additional rights which vary from state to state.

CONTROLS/FEATURES
The Pro Power 20K is a Professional Electric File designed for professional  

nail technicians. It is designed for use on natural nails, acrylic nails, 
sculptured nails, wraps, gels and for pedicures.

1. Forward/Reverse Switch- Pushing the forward/reverse toggle switch up 
(fig. A) spins the Bit clockwise. Pushing the switch down spins the Bit 
counter clockwise.

2. Variable Speed Control- Increase the speed by turning the speed control 
Dial (fig. B) clockwise–up to a maximum of 20,000 RPM. To decrease 
speed, turn the speed control dial counter clockwise.

3. Locking Chuck- The Pro Power 20K has a locking chuck (fig. C) that ac-
cepts all standard 3/32" Bits. Make sure the machine is turned off. Open 
the locking chuck by turning the chuck counter clockwise until it clicks 
open. Insert your Bit shank into the chuck. Lock the chuck by turning the 
locking mechanism clockwise until it clicks. Bit should insert easily and 
not be forced. No tools are required.

4. On/Off Switch- Turn the machine on and off (fig. B). It will click on and 
off before increasing or decreasing the speed of the motor. 

5. Variable/High Speed Switch- This switch (fig. D) allows you to choose 
maximum high speed by setting the switch to "HI" or variable speed by 
setting the switch to "Var". The on/off Variable Speed Control knob will 
then automatically go to maximum high speed or allow you to choose a 
variable speed setting by turning the knob clockwise.

6. Battery Charge- The battery charger uses a plug that fits into the power 
station (fig. E) and then insert plug into a 110V-115V socket. When charg-
ing, the indicator light (fig. H) will indicate red. When fully charged the 
light will indicate green. NOTE: The initial charge must be at least 
10 hours long.

7. Pro Power 20K Case- The case is 
designed to hold the power station and 
the hand piece in separate pockets. 
Use the belt clip to fasten to your 
clothing (fig. F).

OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES
1. Fully charge the power station and 

choose the Bit you wish to use.
2. Make sure the on/off-speed control knob (fig. B) is in the off position.
3. Make sure the hand piece is plugged in. (fig. G).
4. Place a standard 3/32” Bit firmly into the chuck and lock the chuck.
5. Select either the “forward” or “reverse” toggle setting (fig. A).
6. Select either Variable or High (Maximum) speed (fig. D)
7. Use either the provided carrying case to hold the power station or place the 

unit on your nail station along with the hand piece cradle.
8. While holding the hand piece as indicated in photo for proper control, 

switch on the machine to the desired speed. NOTE: Proper support of the 
machine and the nail to be filed is important for safety and control.

9. IMPORTANT! Always turn the Pro Power 20K off when not in use. Make 
sure the machine is not spinning and at a complete stop before you place 
the hand piece into the carrying case slot or the hand piece cradle.

Read all instructions carefully before using this product.
DANGER! To reduce risk of electrocution:
• The Pro Power 20K comes with a battery charger that has a 

plug to fit a 100V-115V outlet. NOTE: A power adapter (not 
included) is required to charge the battery pack using any 
other power source other than a 110V-115V outlet. Never 
force the plug into a socket.

• Do not use the instrument while bathing or washing.
• Never place or store the instrument where it can fall or be 

pulled into a tub, sink or toilet.
• Never reach for an appliance that has fallen into water. 

Unplug it immediately.
• Never submerge the unit or convertor in water or any  

other liquid.
WARNING! To reduce the risk of burns, electrocution, fire 

or injury:
• Do not operate the instrument if it has a damaged cord 

or plug, if it is not working properly, or if it is immersed 
in water.

• Do not excessively bend or pull the cord. Unplug the cord 
by grasping the plug—not the cord. Keep the cord away from 
heated surfaces.

This product has been designed for manicure-pedicure ONLY.
Do NOT use the instrument for any other purpose.

IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS
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